Covalent Polyisobutylene-Paclitaxel Conjugates for Controlled Release from Potential Vascular Stent Coatings.
The development of covalent polyisobutylene (PIB)-paclitaxel (PTX) conjugates as a potential approach to controlling drug release from vascular stent coatings is described. PIB-PTX materials containing ∼24 and ∼48 wt % PTX, conjugated via ester linkages, were prepared. The PTX release profiles were compared with those of physical mixtures of PTX with carboxylic acid-functionalized PIB and with the triblock copolymer polystyrene-b-PIB-b-polystyrene (SIBS). Covalent conjugation led to significantly slower drug release. Atomic force microscopy imaging of coatings of the materials suggested that the physical mixtures exhibited multiple domains corresponding to phase separation, whereas the materials in which PTX was covalently conjugated appeared homogeneous. Coatings of the conjugated materials on stainless steel surfaces suffered less surface erosion than the physically mixed materials, remained intact, and adhered well to the surface throughout the thirty-five day study. Tensile testing and rheological studies suggested that the incorporation of PTX into the polymer introduces similar physical changes to the PIB as the incorporation of a glassy polystyrene block does in SIBS. Cytotoxicity assays showed that the coatings did not release toxic levels of PTX or other species into a cell culture medium over a 24 h period, yet the levels of PTX in the materials were sufficient to prevent C2C12 cells from adhering to and proliferating on them. Overall, these results indicate that covalent PIB-PTX conjugates have promise as coatings for vascular stents.